The measurement of terrace itself is around ± 1.5 m x 8 m. This terrace is actually enough to show the pottery products, but because of the placement of the pottery are unplanned and scattered in every corner of their house, therefore, it made the space become smaller for tourist to do their activities. It was clearly visible in figure 4. that the terrace was filled with pottery production and leaves little space for the circulation of visitors / tourists who will see, choose and buy pottery. While as for producers, the terrace space is still proper to do their daily activities. They never thought that they let tourist faced some difficulties in doing their activities due to a very limited space. They have to be careful so that no broken pottery. But on the other side, the existancy of showroom is assist potters to make direct promotion and sell their products to tourist. Eventhough tourists felt uncomfortable because their activities disrupted by the presence of pottery that is placed in the terrace, but at least there was an afford of Klipoh people to provide showroom that could increase added value of their product.

c. Public Toilets
Klipoh is one of the poorest sub villages in Borobudur. Hence, there are many simple traditional houses exist in this sub village. One problem rised up in this sub village is about toilet. There are very limited clean toilet in this subvillage. People usually used river or their very simple and improper toilet in their house. Due to this matter, one of the concerns of local government regarding the implementation of tourism village in Klipoh, they developed public toilets in the middle of traditional houses closed. The location of toilet covered traditional deep well that has traditional value. This well was built in the middle of housing. This well is supposed to serve people surrounding the well. But because of the location of the new toilet closed to the well, hence it will polute the well. One unit of public toilet consisted three toilets. People surrounding toilet building could use it. Even the position of toilet polute the well but Klipoh people was really helped by the existance of public toilet.

d. Tourists Attraction
The main tourist attraction in Klipoh is pottery production. Through this pottery Klipoh people could receive economic benefit from tourist. Before, they only produced pottery for local consumption. They sold the pottery product in local market. But, since tourist visited Klipoh, some of local people tried to make differentiyng pottery products. To attract more tourists, the potters likewise invite tourists to directly involve in the process of pottery making. Trough this package, the potters could earn little money. The consequences, potters should provide special space or rearrange the existing space for tourist activities.There is also galery special developed by local people to present their products to tourists. Even only small room, but it could assist local people to promote their product, remembering during this time they have difficulties in selling their pottery products.